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I. INTRODUCTION

The Florida Comprehensive Achievement Test (FCAT)' is the subject
of passionate criticism and debate. Although several states other than
Florida have developed their own "high stakes" assessments,2 Florida's

FCAT served as a model for what was to become the federal No Child Left
Behind Act,3 which has raised expectations regarding student proficiency
on a national scale.4 Recent statistics suggest that the FCAT has had a
positive impact on Florida schools and on various minority groups
individually.5

1. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22 (2004); 2002 Fla. Law. ch. 387 (formerly
229.057 (2001)).

FLA. STAT.

ch.

2. Mary A. Myers & Daniel Curtiss, Failingthe Equity Test, PRINCAL LEADERSHIP, Oct.
2003, at 70.

3. No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-110, 115 Stat 1425 (2001) (codified
at 20 U.S.C. # 6301). See Ira Bloom, The New ParentalRights Challenge to School Control: Has
the Supreme Court MandatedSchool Choice?, 32 J.L. & EDUC. 139, 164 (2003) (commenting on
the political attractiveness of the Florida testing program); see also PreparedTestimony of the
HonorableJeb Bush, Governor ofFlorida, Before the House Budget Comm., FED. NEWS SERVICE,

Sept. 23, 1999 (Nearly two years before the federal No Child Left Behind Act was created,
Governor Jeb Bush stated: "future goals of the [Florida] A+Plan: .... Leave no childbehind I am
proud of our commitment to ensure that no child is left behind.. ." Id (emphasis added)).
4. The following declaration of policy illustrates the goal of the No Child Left Behind Act:
"The purpose of [the Act] is to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant
opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging
State academic achievement standards and state academic assessments." 20 U.S.C. § 6301 (2004).
While this is the avowed purpose, the Act has not been universally embraced. The No Child Left
Behind Act is being strongly criticized by numerous state legislatures on the grounds that the Act
encroaches upon traditional state and local control of education. In January 2004, the Virginia
House of Delegates passed a symbolic resolution asking Congress to exempt their state from the
law. Then in February, Utah's House of Representatives passed a bill that forbids the state from
spending any money to meet No Child Left Behind requirements. Specifically, states complain that
the Act imposes unmanageable costs to develop new testing systems, and that exemptions for
special needs students are too rarely allowed. Both Republicans and Democrats have participated
in the recent "revolt," which now comprises at least twenty states, and Republicans actually led the
charge in Utah and Virginia. Perry Bacon, No ChildLeft Behind: Leaving States Cold, TIME, Feb.
23, 2004, at 14, availableat 2004 WL 61549690.
5. See, e.g., Leslie Postal, Younger Students Do Best on FCAT 70% of 4th-GradersRead
At or Above Grade Level 54% of 6th-GradersRead At or Above Grade Level 32% of 9th-Graders
Read At or Above Grade Level 1.5 Million Students Across the State Took the FCAT, ORLANDO
SENwNEm, May 11, 2004, at Al, availableat 2004 WL 76744973; Press Release, Governor Bush,
I. GovernorJennings,EducationCommisonerHorneand ChancellorWarfordAnnounceResults
of 2004 FCAT, Florida Department of Education, May 10, 2004, at http://www.fldoe.org/news/

2004/2004_05_10_.asp (last visited May 26, 2004) (The web site offers statistics on improvements
made during the period of FCAT administration).
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The data also show that a number of students have not been promoted
to the next grade or have not graduated for failure to meet minimum
scores. 6 The test has been attacked by members of vastly different groups
on constitutional grounds, alleging that it discriminates against them in one
way or another.7 These attacks focus on different aspects of the FCAT, for
example, some maintain that the test has an unfair and negative impact on
minority groups,8 while others are concerned about inadequate
implementation strategies being provided for disabled students.9

Apart from the constitutional attacks, the FCAT has also been the
subject of academic debate within the community of Florida educators.
Scholars of education have expressed a number of concerns about the test,
and some are wary of its potentially damaging effects on the state
education system.' ° Others wonder whether the test is actually as
beneficial as statistics suggest." This note will discuss the major concerns
that have been advanced regarding the FCAT, particularly its potential
effects on minority and disabled students, and its impact on school
curricula.

6. See, e.g., Jackie Hallifax, Gov. Bush Meets With Chanting FCAT Protestors, NANI'M
DAILYNEWS, Aug. 13,2003, available at http://web.napiesnews.com/03/08/florida/d95041a.htm
(last visited May 26, 2004).
7. See id. See generallyLeslie Postal, Feds Look at Disabled-StudentTesting, OLAmo
SENTINEL, Sept. 5, 2003, at B5, available at 2003 WL 63277351; Associated Press, Feds Probe
FCAT Complaint,OCALA STAR-BANNER, Sept. 7,2003, available at http://www.starbmner.com/
apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20030907/NEWS/209070327/1047 (last visited May 26, 2004).
8. See, e.g., Myers & Curtiss, supranote 2; Brendan Farington, NAACP Asks Feds to Block
FCAT's Use for Graduation, Retention, NAPtES DAILY NEws, Aug. 29, 2003, available at
http://web.naplesnews.com/03/08/florida/d979495a.htm (last visited May 26, 2004).
9. See, e.g., Postal, supranote 7; Rebecca Catalanello, FailureMay DogRetainedStudnt,
ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, May 9,2004, at IB (noting "third-graders with disabilities fail the state's
standardized reading test at twice the rate of their nondisabled peers"), available at 2004 WL
56631464; Martin Dyckman, Disabled Students Can't Work Within Demands of FCAT, ST.
PETERSBURG TIMES, Jan. 5, 2003, at 3D, available at 2003 WL 55006580; Stephen Hegarty, State
Considers Alternate FCATfor Disabled Kids, ST. PEERSBURG TIMES, Dec. 27, 2002, at BI,
availableat 2002 WL 104352557.
10. See Paul S. George, A+ Accountability in Florida?,28 EDUC. LEADERSHIP 28, 28-32
(2001); see also Florida Association of School Psychologists, Position Paperon the Use of the
FloridaComprehensiveAssessment Test (FCA T) in HighStates DecisionMaking,www.FASP.ORG
[hereinafter FASP] (commenting on the validity of the A+ Plan's school grading system), available
at http:/www.fasp.org/PDFfiles/FASP/2OFCAT/2OPaper.pdf (last visited May 26, 2004).
11. See, e.g., George, supra note 10; Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2.
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II. GOALS
Before analyzing the topics of contention, this Note will consider the
FCAT's goals and successes. The FCAT serves two legislative purposes,
the first at the federal level,' 2 and the second at the state level. 3 At the
federal level, the FCAT is Florida's tool for compliance with the No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLBA). 4 The purpose ofthe NCLBA is "to ensure that
all children have a fair, equal[,j and significant opportunity to obtain a
high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on

12. FLA. STAT. ch 1008.31(l)(c) (2004). This section explains that it is the intent of the
legislature that "[t]he K-20 education performance accountability system comply with the
accountability requirements of the 'No Child Left Behind Act of 2001."' Id.
13. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004)(requiring the Florida Education Commissioner to
administer the test, which measures Sunshine State Standards). The section provides in pertinent
part:
(3) Statewide assessment program. - The commissioner shall design and
implement a statewide program of educational assessment that provides
information for the improvement of the operation and management of the public
schools, including schools operating for the purpose of providing educational
services to youth in Department of Juvenile Justice programs. Pursuant to the
statewide assessment program, the commissioner shall: . . .(c) Develop and
implement a student achievement testing program known as the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) as part of the statewide assessment
program, to be administered annually in grades 3 through 10 to measure reading,
writing, science, and mathematics....
Id. The section further outlines various requirements for FCAT administration and scoring, as well
as detailing a list of people who must participate in taking the test. See id.
14. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.3 l(l)(c) (2004); see also 20 U.S.C. § 6301 (2004). The NCLBA
provides, in pertinent part:
The purpose of this [subchapter] is to ensure that all children have a fair, equal,
and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a
minimum, proficiency on challenging state academic achievement standards and
state academic assessments. This purpose can be accomplished by[:]
(1) ensuring that high-quality academic assessments, accountability systems,
teacher preparation and training, curriculum, and instructional materials are
aligned with challenging State academic standards so that students, teachers,
parents, and administrators can measure progress against common expectations
for student academic achievement....
Id. (emphasis added). The subchapter then adds eleven additional means by which the states can
achieve the statute's stated purpose. Id. Florida's implementation of the FCAT also served as a
model for the national NCLBA legislation. See Bloom, supra note 3, at 164.
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challenging State academic achievement standards and state academic
assessments."' 5 The FCAT reflects proficiency regarding these standards
and ensures Florida's compliance with the NCLBA's national goals.' 6
At the state level, the FCAT measures student competency in areas
defined by Florida's Sunshine State Standards. 7 The FCAT was used for
this purpose even before the enactment of the federal NCLBA. 8 The
Sunshine State Standards identify what public school students should
know in academic areas including, but not limited to, reading, writing,
science, and mathematics. 9 Subsequently, the competency data produced
by the FCAT is then used as a mechanism to grade the students' schools,
in accordance with the Bush/Brogan administration's "A+ Plan."20 The
plan makes various state funding programs contingent on improving low
grades or maintaining high ones.2'
Apart from the school grading system, the FCAT also has a strong
impact on individual students. For each subject tested, a minimum score
is required.22 The State Board of Education determines what constitutes a
passing grade, and in doing so, must consider any possible negative impact

15. 20 U.S.C. § 6301 (2004).
16. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.31 (1)(c) (2004) (requiring Florida's compliance with national
goals); FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004) (outlining the purpose ofthe student assessment program).
17. FLA STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004) (outlining the statewide assessment program).
18. See generally1999 Fla. Laws ch. 398 (implementing program ofschool improvement and
education accountability).
19. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1000.21(7) (2004). The statute, which defines certain terms used in
the Florida K-20 education code, explains:
(7) "Sunshine State Standards" are standards that identify what public school
students should know and be able to do. These standards delineate the academic
achievement of students for which the state will hold its public schools
accountable in grades K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12, in the subjects of language arts,
mathematics, science, social studies, the arts, health and physical education,
foreign languages, reading, writing, history, government, geography, economics,
and computer literacy.
Id. These enumerated subjects are not the same as those required to be tested by Florida statute
§ 1008.22. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c) (2004) (prescribing that the FCAT measure reading,
writing, science, and mathematics skills).
20. See Alisa LaPolt, Bush Calls Schools'Success ProofProgram Works, NEW-PREsS (Ft.
Myers), June 19, 2003, at IOA (noting the state evaluates public schools based largely on how well
students in grades three to ten perform on reading and math portions of FCAT), availableat 2003
WL 56064162.
21. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.31(2) (2004).
22. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c)(5) (2004).
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of the test on minority students.23 After completing the third grade,
elementary school students who do not meet the test's reading proficiency
requirements will not be promoted to the next grade.24 In addition, students
must achieve passing grades on the FCAT in reading, writing, and
mathematics in order to graduate from high school.25
FCAT scores are classified into five levels in order to comply with
Sunshine State Standards and the No Child Left Behind Act.26 Students
who score in the highest three levels are considered proficient in those
subject areas.27 Proficiency is the threshold for success under the NCLBA
and for the states implementing the Act.2" Reports on the success of FCAT
implementation therefore often refer to increases in "proficiency."29
On May 15, 2003, Governor Jeb Bush announced that year's statistics
on FCAT-related student improvement.3 ° In providing these statistics, the
Governor noted a continued rise in student achievement statewide,
regardless of ethnic background. 3 ' He also stated that the current year had
23. Id.
24. FLA. STAT. ch.1008.25(5)(b) (2004).
25. FLA. STAT. ch. 1003.43(5)(a) (2004). The statute outlines the general requirement for high
school graduation requirement, and states in pertinent part: "(5) Each district school board shall
establish standards for graduation from its schools, and these standards must include: (a) Earning
passing scores on the FCAT, as defined in s. 1008.22(3)(c)...." Id.
A Florida House subcommittee
recently approved a bill that would allow students to graduate using their SAT or ACT scores when
they fail to meet FCAT proficiency standards. Gary Fineout, FCAT Relief Expected for Seniors;
Lawmakers Seem Likely to Give Seniors Another Way to Graduate Without Passing the FCAT,
MIAMI HERALD, Apr. 17,2004, at Bi; see also Brent Kallestad, FCATFailureMay No Longer Be
Trouble, MIAMI HERALD, Mar. 23, 2004, at 6B. Other students have already found a loophole in
the graduation requirement by using their course credits to meet another state's graduation
requirements, and then using their out-of-state diplomas to enroll at in-state colleges. See Matthew
I. Pinzur, School Provides FCATLoophole, MIAMI HERALD, Feb. 29, 2004, at lB.
26. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.31 (2004) (stating the legislative goal of compliance with the
nationwide educational initiative and calling for an accountability system); see also Florida
Department of Education, Fact Sheet: NCLB and Adequate Yearly Progress (explaining the
workings of Florida's accountability system), available at www.fldoe.org/NCLB/FactSheetAYP.pdf (last visited May 12, 2004).
27. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.31 (2004).
28. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.31 (2) (2004); see also Press Release, supra note 5.
29. See, e.g., Press Release, supra note 5.
30. After this Note was completed, another round of FCAT scores was released. See id.A
press release from the Florida Department of Education announced: "This year, more than half of
the Florida students who take the FCAT (grades 3-10) are reading at or above grade level for the
first time in the state's history." Id. According to the press release, 51% of students in grades 3-10
scored at or above grade level in reading. Id. More specifically, 32% of African-American, 42%
of Hispanic, and 63% of white students scored at or above grade level. Id.
31. Id.
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shown the greatest increase in student performance to date.32 Compared to
1998, the year in which the five achievement levels were created, 2003
showed a 9% increase in the number of fourth graders scoring at the
proficient level in reading." Other fourth grade improvements were:
1. 41% of African-American students scored at or above grade level, up
from 23% in 1999.
2. 51% of Hispanic students scored at or above grade level, up from 38%
in 1999.
3. 73% of white students scored at or above grade level, up from 65% in
1999.

34

The results also showed reductions in the percentage of students scoring
at the lowest level of reading proficiency in each of these ethnic groups."
III. PROMINENT CONCERNS REGARDING THE FCAT

A. Impact of the FCAT on Students
Despite the reported improvements made by Florida's student
population in recent years, there are lingering concerns regarding
numerous aspects of FCAT policy, implementation, and resulting effects
on certain student groups. Two groups who claim to be unfairly impacted
by the test are minority students, represented by the NAACP, ' and
disabled students." Both groups have filed federal complaints, seeking
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Press Release, supra note 5.
35. Id.
36. See Hallifax, supra note 6; Farrington, supra note 8.
37. Postal, supranote 7. A study at the University of Florida in 2001 suggested another group
of students who may currently be underserved in terms of FCAT preparation: students at schools
using the "block" schedule. UFStudy: FCATScores Lowerfor Schools With Block Schedule, July
12,2001, availableat http://www.napa.ufl.edu/2001news/blockschedule.htm (last visited May 26,
2004). Under this system, students take a smaller number of classes each semester, but the classes
run longer each day as compared to the traditional system. Id. In some variants of the block
schedule, students take certain classes for only one semester, whereas other students traditionally
have the same classes all year. Id. According to the study, the mean FCAT scores in the traditional
system consistently exceeded scores in the block system. Id. The researcher, University of Florida
doctoral candidate Bradley McLeland, explained that the "block" schools had been only recently
adopted, and teachers may need more time to adapt to the new schedule. Id. However, he also
pointed out that certain variations of the block schedule may allow less time for students to learn
FCAT-critical subjects. Id. The researcher points to math studies in particular as an example of an
area that might be negatively affected by certain schedules. Id. The counterproductive block was
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either changes to the FCAT,38 or an end to its use in determining
graduation and retention.39 The complaints and predicaments of these two
parties will be discussed in Parts one and two of this section. One solution
to the complaints advanced by these parties has been the portfolio bypass
option, which may allow a student to be promoted on the basis of in-class
work rather than a test. This solution has been less than perfect in practice,
as will be discussed in Part three. Finally, this section will explore
criticism of the state's policy of retention, whereby students who do not
achieve FCAT proficiency are no longer "socially promoted" to the next
grade.
1. Impact of the FCAT on Minority and High-Poverty Students
The NAACP recently filed a complaint with the United States
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights, under Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.40 The complaint alleges in part that the
implementation of the FCAT is one facet of a policy of segregation in
Florida schools. 4 As evidence, the group points to the considerable
difference in passage rates between white and minority students.42
Specifically, the complaint urges two outcomes. First, a freeze on all
federal education funds allocated to Florida until the state implements a

the "4-by-4 traditional," where students are required to take four different classes each semester.
This created the possibility that students might take an FCAT in February having just begun their
math studies in January, an obviously perilous predicament. Id. McLeland recommends the "A-B"
method, noting that it allows students to stay in the same classes all year long, as opposed to the
"4-by-4" block. Id. University of Florida education professor Paul George praised McLeland's
study for being one of the first to measure achievement on standardized tests in block schools
compared to those using the traditional system. Id. George, whom the article refers to as a
"longtime supporter ofthe block system," added that the block system might be preferable for some
reasons, "but not to raise standardized test scores." Id.; see also Bradley Parks McLeland, The
Relationship ofBlock Scheduling to Students' Academic Achievement when Considering Ethnicity
in Four Southeastern High Schools (2001) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida)
(on file with the University of Florida Library).
38. One group of protestors seeking specific changes is the group representing the disabled.
See Associated Press, supra note 7.
39. The NAACP, among others, has recommended the FCAT be temporarily set aside. See
Hallifax, supra note 6; Farrington, supra note 8 (regarding the NAACP challenge); FASP, supra
note 10 (challenging grade retention in general).
40. Diane Hirth, NAACP Criticizes Vouchers, TALLAHASSEE DEMOCRAT, Aug. 29, 2003, at
B 1, availableat http://www.macon.confLmld/tallahassee/news/6644050.htm (last visited May 26,
2004).
41. Id.
42. Farrington, supra note 8.
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plan to address the disparity in FCAT scores. And second, an end to the
use of these scores as a basis for promotion or graduation."U
Political leaders have found merit with the NAACP arguments. Florida
Senate Democratic Leader Ron Klein agreed that the statistics show
minorities performing at a significantly lower level than white students
and that the state should focus on closing that gap." He also agreed that
the FCAT, as a threshold for graduation and for advancing in grade levels,
is affecting minorities in a disproportionate manner.45
Various academic experts in the field of education agree that highstakes tests like the FCAT can have a disparate impact on minority
students.46 Gary Orfield, a co-director of the Civil Rights Project at
Harvard, notes that compared to white students, African-American and
Hispanic students are three to four times more likely to be retained on the
basis of such tests.47 He adds that high-stakes tests can become "the
punishment of innocent victims of unequal education."4
Race or ethnicity has been closely linked to poverty as a predictor of
achievement.49 Mary Alice Myers, President of the Florida Association of
School Psychologists, and Daniel Curtiss, a school psychologist, report
that in a recent study of over six hundred elementary schools in Florida,
school poverty rate was the major predictor of FCAT scores.50 The
researchers explain that poverty is a major barrier to education because
students from poor economic backgrounds begin elementary school
lacking the knowledge and skills of other students.5' Because the A+ Plan
diverts funds to schools that perform well on the FCAT, Myers and Curtiss

43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. See, e.g., Sarah Pearson, The Impact of High Stakes Testing Policies on Minority and
DisadvantagedStudents, AMERICAN YOUTH POLICY FORUM, Jan. 7,2000, at http://www.aypf.org/
forumbriefs/2000/fb010700.htm (last visited Apr. 21, 2004); June Thomas & Cathy Stockton,
Socioeconomic Status, Race, Gender, & Retention: Impact on Student Achievement, 7 ESSAYS
EDUC. 4 (Fall 2003), at www.usca.edu/essays/vo172003/ stockton.pdf (last visited May 26, 2004);
Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2, at 71.
47. See Pearson, supra note 46.
48. Id.
49. See Thomas & Stockton, supra note 46.
50. Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2, at 71. An editorial in a recent issue of the Phi Delta
Kappan explained: "the [FCAT score] data also suggest that even excellent test-prep cannot
overcome the learning problems that poverty poses for schoolchildren." Pauline Gough, Of
Standards, Tests and Good Sense, 82 Pi DELTA KAPPAN 486 (Mar. 2001).
51. Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2, at 71.
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suggest the low-performing, high-poverty schools are left without the
funding they badly need.52
Governor Jeb Bush and Florida Education Commissioner Jim Home do
not agree with the criticism." In response to the criticism, Home stated
that Florida minorities are performing at a level higher than the national
average. 4 He also noted that the achievement gap between groups had
closed significantly compared to the previous year." A spokeswoman for
Governor Bush called the NAACP's complaints "unfounded."56
2. Impact of the FCAT on Disabled Students
The U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights received
thirteen complaints that the FCAT violates the rights of disabled
students." Specifically, the complaints allege that the test violates these
students' right to a free and appropriate education because they are
required to pass the test in order to be promoted to the next grade, and they
are not provided with special accommodations needed to take the test.5
Some students do not receive the same accommodations when taking the
test as they normally receive in the classroom. 5 9 A task force appointed by

52. Id.at 70.
53. Farrington, supra note 8.
54. Id. Commissioner Home was the subject of a scathing editorial in the Palm Beach Post,
focusing on his track record as a public official. See Home Report CardShows Mostly Mistakes,
Failures,PALM BEACH POST, Sept. 14, 2003, at 2E. The editorial was critical of Home for his
policy of non-resistance toward reductions in the state's education budget and for failing to provide
a safety net for children who fail the third-grade FCAT, among numerous other allegations. See id.
55. Farrington, supra note 8.
56. Leslie Postal, NAACP ChallengesTesting GroupSays FCA Tis Unfairto BlackStudents,
Asks U.S. to Intervene, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Aug. 29, 2003, at BI, available at 2003 WL
61857328. Governor Bush's spokeswoman, Alia Faraj, was quoted as saying "the claims [of the
NAACP] are unfounded and it is unfortunate that the remedy being sought will ultimately hurt
those the NAACP purports to serve." Id.Commissioner Home has also been publicly critical of
NAACP protests. See Stephen Hegarty, NAACP ChallengeAttacks FCATs, ST. PETERSBURGTIMES,
Aug. 29, 2003, at IA, availableat 2003 WL 56465911. Home had this to say about the NAACP's
FCAT challenge: "The organization has based their career on agitating, so this is probably what this
is about." Id.He later apologized for the comment. Id.
57. Postal, supra note 7.
58. Id.
59. Jamie Malemee, Complaints PromptFCATlnvestigation U.S. Checksfor Bias Against
DisabledKids, S. FLA. SuN-SENTINEL, Sept. 6, 2003, at IB,availableat 2003 WL 62328727; Lori
Horvitz, FCAT Gripes Lead to Boycotts, Federal Complaints; The Test is Biased Against the
Disabled,Some Argue. Too Much Emphasis Put Others Say, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Feb. 28, 2003,
at A17, availableat 2003 WL 14540265.
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Governor Bush has recommended certain accommodations that schools
should provide for disabled students, but most of the accommodations
have not been made because of time and logistical constraints. ° The
recommended accommodations soon to take effect include offering a
computerized version of the test and allowing teachers to give some
students visual cues to help the students with test directions.61
Certain accommodations for special needs students are already in
place.62 For example, the State Board of Education already allows visuallyimpaired students to dictate answers into a tape recorder and use Braille
and large-type booklets. 3 Nonetheless, 49% of visually-impaired students
failed the third grade FCAT reading segment in 2003," which normally
must be passed for promotion to the next grade.
Dyslexic students may be given extra time for reading passages, but
state officials oppose the idea of allowing teachers to read these passages
to the students, arguing that such a remedy would undermine the test.6 A
recent story in the St. PetersburgTimes tells the story of a seventeen-yearold high school senior who is an honor roll student and president of his
school's chapter of the National Honor Society.66 He is also dyslexic, and
has been unable to pass the reading portion of the FCAT.67 This section
usually must be passed in order to graduate with a standard diploma.68
The National Center for Learning Disabilities takes the position that
disabled students should be allowed the same accommodations when
taking a test as these students receive in learning the tested material.69
These are the accommodations allowed in each student's Individual
Education Program (IEP), usually decided jointly by the student, his or her
parents, and school personnel. Ryan West, in the Brigham Young
University Educationand Law Journal,argues that denying a student's
IEP-prescribed accommodations for use on a high-stakes test may violate

60. Malernee, supra note 59.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. See id.
64. FCA T Complaint Filedwith CivilRightsOffice, 33 Your School and the Law, no. 4, Feb.
26, 2003, LEXIS-Nmxis Library.
65. Hegarty, supra note 9.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c)(5) (2004).
69. High StakesAssessments andStudentswith LearningDisabilities,NATONALCENTERFOR
LEARNING DIsABuILTEs [hereinafter High Stakes Assessments], at http://www.ld.org/advocacy/
high_stakes.cfm (last visited May 26, 2004).
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the Equal Protection and Due Process clauses of the Constitution. 70 This
argument is based on a student's property interest in a high school diploma
and the equal entitlement of disabled students to have that interest
protected. 7'
In response to disabled or special needs students' complaints, and the
complaints of those representing minority students, state officials point to
numerous alternatives available to those who cannot pass the FCAT. 72 For
example, such a student may take two alternative tests or present a
portfolio of his or her work in order to circumvent the FCAT
requirement. 3 The portfolio option has been exercised to a certain extent,
but has not satisfied all protestors. 4
3. Inequity in Implementation of the FCAT's Portfolio Bypass
A group of these protestors recently met with Governor Bush in
Tallahassee to express several complaints. 75 The protestors were concerned
that the FCAT may impede student promotion to the next grade. 6 Perhaps
of greater concern was the suggestion that students in the protestors'
district had not been allowed equal access to the portfolio bypass system.

70. Ryan R. West, Note, The Fallacy Behind IncreasedAccountability: How Disabled
Students' ConstitutionalRights Have Been Disregardedin a Rush to Implement High-Stakes
Exams, 2002 BYU EDUC. & L. J. 351, 356-62 (2002).
71. Id. at 352.
72. See, e.g., Hallifax, supra note 6 (the Governor suggests students use the portfolio option
when the FCAT proves abnormally difficult); Lesley Clark, Bush Hears Concerns Over FCAT,"
Governor Listens, But Defends Available Ways for Promotion, MIA" HERALD, Aug. 13, 2003,
availableat2003 WL 60042772 (officials cite option to take another standardized test); FLA STAT.
ch. 1008.25(6)(b) (2004) (allowing the district school board to exempt students from FCAT
requirements for "good cause").
73. FLA. STAT. ch. § 1008.25(6)(b)(3) & (4) (2004).
74. See Hallifax, supra note 6. On August 12, 2003, a busload of protestors arrived in
Tallahassee to demand an audience with Governor Jeb Bush. Id. State Senator and former principal
Federica Wilson, who organized and led the trip, told the Governor: "Many of the children who are
being retained can read on grade level-they just can't pass the FCAT." Id. In response, the
Governor pointed out that there are other options available to students who can't pass the FCAT,
such as the portfolio bypass. Senator Wilson explained that most of the students in the room did
not have portfolios, although the county is required by district policy to provide a portfolio to every
student. Id. The Governor replied "it's not too late," and later said school investigators would
investigate the claim regarding the failure to create portfolios. Id.
75. Clark, supra note 72.
76. Id.
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This system provides a way for students to be promoted even when they
do not pass the FCAT.77
Apart from the allegations that certain districts are failing to provide
the portfolio option, it is not clear to what extent the option is being
uniformly exercised in various counties throughout the state. 8 According
to Frances Marine, a spokeswoman for the Florida Department of
Education, 15% of third graders who fail the FCAT in Orange County will
be promoted, compared to 35% of failing students in Palm Beach County,
and 50% in Broward 9
Miami-Dade County's Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum
Support, Nereida Santa-Cruz, recently stated that the portfolio option had
been provided to all third graders in her district.80 Additionally, district
officials approved 200 of 256 students' FCAT bypasses submitted for the
year.8 Santa-Cruz added that teachers were not discouraged from allowing
students to bypass the FCAT in consideration of their adequate portfolios,
so long as the teachers thought it was appropriate.82 Senator Federica
Wilson disputes these statements, arguing that the district is worried about
attracting state scrutiny by allowing too many students to use the portfolio
FCAT bypass.83
4. Grade Retention as a Remedial Device
The concerned groups discussed above allege that certain students are
ultimately subject to disproportionate negative consequences when they
perform poorly on the FCAT. Grade retention of students who do not meet
third grade reading requirements is an example. Retention as a remedial

77.
78.
79.
80.

Hallifax, supra note 6.
Id.
Id.
Clark, supra note 72.

81. Id. This statement was made in response to the allegations made by Senator Frederica
Wilson: that the portfolio option was not being made available to all students in the district. Id. The
Florida Statutes allow the portfolio bypass of the FCAT as a means of promotion but do not
explicitly require the state to provide every student with this option. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.25
(2004).
82. Clark, supra note 72.
83. Id.
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method has been highly criticized. 4 In fact, one article reports, "it is
difficult to find any research that touts the positive effects of retention. ' 5
In order to truly understand the parties' complaints, perhaps it would be
helpful to briefly consider the purported consequences of retention as a
remedial device.
The National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) considers
grade retention to be an "ineffective practice" that has a negative impact
on reading, math, and language skills as well as on students' socioemotional adjustment." The NASP also finds that retention often leads to
harmful results later in life, including a higher probability of dropping out
of high school and a higher risk of drug abuse. 7 This finding is supported
by studies conducted in several different states. 8 The cases in which
retention is actually helpful are those where the retained student receives
specialized remediation to address and cure skill deficits.89 However, the
NASP notes, such remediation would also benefit students who are
socially promoted, not retained."
The Florida Association of School Psychologists (FASP) agrees with
the national criticism of grade retention, adding that retention is linked
with significant increases in students exhibiting behavior problems and
eventually dropping out of school. 9 It finds no evidence of any positive
effect of retention on school adjustment or achievement. 92 The FASP
recommends eliminating the FCAT-based grade retention, which it
considers to be a practice with no remedial value: "Retention is leaving
children behind." 9

84. See, e.g., Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2; National Association of School Psychologists,
Position Statement on Student Grade Retention and Social Promotion, NASP POSmON
STATEMENTS, Apr. 12, 2003 [hereinafter NASP], at www.nasponline.org/information/
pospaper.graderetent.html (last visited May 26,2004); Thomas & Stockton, supranote 46; FASP,
supra note 10; Catalanello, supra note 9.
85. Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2.
86. NASP, supra note 84.

87. Id.
88. See, e.g., Thomas & Stockton, supra note 46 (citing studies that link retention to negative
consequences in Louisiana, Illinois and Texas).
89. NASP, supra note 84.
90. See id. The NASP does not support social promotion as an alternative to retention.
Rather, they suggest a program of proactive intervention to avoid skill deficiencies. Id. These
suggestions are discussed later in Part IV, the solution section of this Note.
91. FASP, supra note 10.
92. Id.

93. Id.
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B. Impact of the FCA T on Curricula
While the parties discussed above are mainly advancing concerns
specific to particular groups,94 there is also a large contingent of experts in
the field of education who feel that the FCAT, or high-stakes testing in
general, poses certain dangers to all students.95 Indeed, many argue that
such tests are harmful to the entire educational structure, including
teachers and even principals. This section will first explore the complaint
that the FCAT leads to "teaching to the test" and then examine that
phenomenon's application in the microcosm of voucher schools. This
section will also discuss the effects of narrowed curricular focus on
educational quality and the school environment.
1. Teaching to the Test
A number of academic researchers are concerned that in placing
emphasis on the limited number of subjects tested by a high-stakes exam,
like the FCAT, schools will reduce the amount of time spent on non-tested
subjects.96 University of Florida Professor of Education Paul George notes
that some schools are requiring teachers to specifically include FCAT
preparation in their lesson plans. Furthermore, many schools select new
curriculum materials only if they fit FCAT and Sunshine State Standards.97
This phenomenon, called "teaching to the test," is a popular concern

94. Although certain groups may be disproportionately affected by the FCAT and ultimately
grade retention, retention can, of course, affect students of any background. See, e.g., NASP, supra
note 84; FASP, supra note 10.
95. A recent article in the Bulletin, ajournal ofthe National Association of Secondary School
Principals, observed that retention and social promotion strategies tend to alternate, and that when
a new test is introduced, low initial scores tend to increase for a few years and then level off. Don
R. Morris,Assessing the ImplementationofHigh-Stakes Reform: AggregateRelationshipsBetween
Retention Rates and Test Results, 85 NASSP BULL. 18-34 (2001) (citing R.L. Linn, Assessments
andAccountability, 29 EDUC. RESEARCHER 4-16 (2000)). The author concluded that eliminating
high-stakes testing would remove the attendant pressures within the educational system, thereby
allowing more open reporting of actual educational outcomes. Id.
96. See id.; Dylan William, What is Wrong with OurEducationalAssessmentand What Can
Be DoneAbout It?, 15 ED RPV. 57, 57-62 (2001) (examining the effects of Britain's test-centered
school system on the overall quality of education provided); David Gilman & Ruth Ann Gilman,
Standard-BasedTeaching: Overcoming the Side Effects, 83 PRINCIPAL 44, 44-48 (2003); Nancy
Williams, Thinking Outside the Bubble, EDUC. LEADERSHIP, Nov. 2003, at 84 (arguing that funds
spent on FCAT test preparation would be better spent on shrinking class sizes suggestions and
providing individual instruction); George, supra note 10.
97. George, supra note 10.
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regarding the FCAT, and is addressed on the Florida Department of
Education web site.9"
The web site notes that schools are required to teach the content
defined by Florida's Sunshine State Standards that include "language arts,
mathematics, science, social studies, the arts, health and physical
education, foreign languages, reading, writing, history, government,
geography, economics, and computer literacy."99 However, the Florida
Statutes only require the FCAT to cover four of these areas, 0 ° and high
school seniors are only required to show proficiency in reading, writing,
and math in order to graduate.'0 ' In other words, the requirements overlap,
however, the FCAT is not required to cover all component areas of the
Sunshine State Standards.0 2 Schools are required to provide instruction in
all the Standards areas, but only four are presently policed by the FCAT.'03
As a result, a number of scholars of education are dissatisfied with the
FCAT's lack of attention to certain subjects and the corresponding lack of
attention in schools to expendable areas of learning. ° Annette Boyd Pitts,
in a recent article in the Florida Bar Journal, focused on the lack of
interest and education in politics fostered by Florida schools.' 5 Although
"government" is one of the areas required by the Sunshine State
Standards0 6 to be taught in Florida, the Florida legislature does not
currently require that it be tested by the FCAT. 0 7 According to the article,
08
the requirement is being "met" by a half-credit, one semester course.
Pitts considers this solution wholly inadequate due to limited funding and
limited training of teachers. 0 9 She urges members of the bar to take it

98. See Florida Department of Education, Assessment andAccountabilityBriefingBook, 20,
availableat www.fim.edu/doe/sas/fcat/pdf/fcataabb.pdf (last visited May 26, 2004).
99. FLA. STAT. ch. 1000.21 (2004).
100. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c) (2004).
101. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c)(5) (2004).
102. See supra text accompanying note 19.
103. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004).
104. See supra note 96; Annette Boyd Pitts, Regeneratinga Civil Society in Florida,74-JAN
FLA. B. J. 26 (2000). Professor George is also concerned with the lack of attention to non-tested
subjects, as schools might focus narrowly on improving performance in tested and graded areas.
See George, supra note 10.
105. Pitts, supra note 104.
106. FLA. STAT. ch. 1000.21 (2004).
107. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3)(c)(2004).
108. See Pitts, supra note 104.
109. Id.
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upon themselves to become involved in educating students and to help
them become informed and active citizens."0
Professor George observes that the emphasis on academic achievement
as measured by the FCAT has caused principals to alter their individual
leadership styles."' According to George, many principals have been
forced to focus almost exclusively on improving FCAT achievement, with
other concerns - for example, children's development - taking a
secondary role."' While he acknowledges that good principals have
always emphasized their schools' instructional roles, George believes the
introduction of the FCAT-based system of grading schools has caused
principals to focus on instruction to the exclusion of anything else." 3 He
notes: "For many leaders,
nothing matters as much as FCAT; for a few,
' 14
nothing else matters.""
2. Teaching to the Test: The Voucher School Microcosm
The FCAT's power to influence school curricula is obvious in the
context of so-called "voucher schools," private schools that allow some
students to pay their tuition with government funds." 5 Various legislators
and others have argued that although these students use public funds for
their education, the schools receiving the funds are not held accountable
for the students' performance."6 An examination of the concerns raised by
these private schools, which do not want to implement the FCAT, shows
the inherent power of the test to affect any school's environment and
curriculum.
A pair of researchers from the Manhattan Institute's Education
Research Office suggest that the FCAT should not be forced upon these

110. Id.

111. See George, supra note 10.
112. Id.
113. Id.
114. Id.

115. Jay P. Greene & Marcus A. Winters, Forcingthe FCAT on Voucher Schools is a Bad
Idea, TALLAHASSEE DEMOCRAT, Mar. 31, 2003, available at http://www.tallahassee.com/mld/
democrat/news/opinion/5507229.htm (last visited May 26,2004). Greene and Winters are affiliated
with the Manhattan Institute; according to the Manhattan Institute's web site, "The Manhattan
Institute is a think tank whose mission is to develop and disseminate new ideas that foster greater
economic choice and individual responsibility." See The Manhattan Institute, at
http://www.manhattan-institute.org/ (updated Mar. 14, 2004).

116. Greene & Winters, supra note 115.
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schools, even though the schools already have standardized tests." 7 The
researchers further concluded that the FCAT is an accurate measure of
student proficiency; however, the problem is that forcing private schools
to administer the FCAT would also force them to change their curriculum
and focus. This change would make them unable to provide significant
alternatives to public schools."' The FCAT tests proficiency with the
Sunshine State Standards and private schools are not required to adopt the
standards. The researchers concluded that market forces are enough to
ensure the quality of private-school education, and that introducing the
FCAT would be unnecessarily burdensome due to its strong effect on a
school's curriculum.' 19
3. Narrowed Focus Versus Improved Quality
Clearly, a number of researchers in the field of education agree that
using the FCAT to grade or evaluate a school will result in a narrowing of
that school's focus and curriculum. 2 0 The question, then, is whether the
narrowed focus on the FCAT resulting from its use in evaluating schools
will actually improve the quality of education being provided to students.
Professor George, for example, observes that many school leaders in
Florida believe the current standards-based reform is "damaging to a
developmentally appropriate education."''
Linda McNeil, director of the Center for Education at Rice University,
observes that while scores on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
(TAAS) have risen, the overall quality of education in the state has
117. Id. Jay P. Greene is a senior fellow and Marcus A. Winter is a research associate at the
Manhattan Institute's Education Research Office in Davie, Florida. The Institute gives the
following mission statement on its web site:
The Education Research Office, a part of the Center for Civic Innovation at the
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, produces high-quality academic research
on U.S. education issues, including school choice policies and other aspects of
education reform. We are located in Davie, Florida, and part of our mission is to
study Florida's ongoing experiments with education reform. We also study
education reform nationwide and in other states and local areas.
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, the Education Research Office, at http://www.
miedresearchoffice.org/ (last visited May 26, 2004).
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. See supra note 95; George, supra note 10; Greene & Winters, supra note 115. The
FCAT's focus is narrower than the Sunshine State Standards. See Pearson, supra note 46.
121. See George, supra note 10.
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deteriorated.' 22 Similar to George, she is concerned by a system that
connects principals' jobs to test scores, thus forcing principals to narrow
their schools' curricula. She adds that non-tested subjects like science and
history have 23
been "de-emphasized" in order to maximize scores in the
tested areas. 1
In a study of high-stakes tests and their effects in England and Wales,
Dr. Dylan William argues that narrowing curricula to focus on a single test
"robs [the test] of the ability to say anything useful about students'
achievements,"' 24 because while students' performance on the tests may
improve, such improvements come at the expense of "everything else."'25
As a consequence of the great pressure these tests exert on teachers, the
tests no longer serve as a sample of the curriculum; they actually become
the curriculum.'26 William considers England's "all-or-nothing"
assessments as a barrier
to effective education and non-representative of
127
any broad knowledge.
A related criticism was noted by Senator Federica Wilson in a
complaint to Governor Bush: "Many of the children who are being
retained [because of failing the test] can read on grade level. They just
can't pass the FCAT."'28 It is not clear how many students who actually
read well are unable to pass the test. As noted above, 50% of students in
Broward who failed the test still showed enough reading prowess to be
promoted through other means.'29
Professor George points out that there may be certain flaws in Florida's
use of the FCAT that go beyond the actual content of the test. 130 He notes
a number of different ways in which the test has impacted the education
community. A number of principals report all-time lows in teacher morale,
and one school, though graded very highly on the "A+ system," showed
medically high stress levels in a majority of its teachers.' 13'Other principals
are troubled by what they consider to be inequities in the grade-based

122. Pearson, supra note 46.
123. Id.

124. William, supra note 96, at 57-58. Dr. Dylan William is a senior lecturer in Mathematics
Education and head of the King's College (London) School of Education. Id. at 57.
125. ld. at59.
126. Id.
127. Id. at 62.
128. See Hallifax, supra note 6.
129. See Press Release, supra note 5; Hallifax, supra note 6.
130. See George, supra note 10.
131. Id.
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funding system, and perceived unfairness in the cutoff percentiles used to
determine which schools will receive funds.
An editorial in a recent issue of the Phi Delta Kappan, a professional
journal for education, gives a first-hand account of the frustration the
FCAT is causing some Florida teachers.1 2 One Palm Beach County
teacher, Lauren Caprara, calls the state's expectations "impossible" and
"asinine," and says that these expectations led to her resignation.'33 She
recounts the process by which "teaching to the test" removed the joy of
teaching from her daily routine, adding that even teaching to the test may
not suffice in the case of some minority, high-poverty students who cannot
relate to the content of certain types of questions.'34
Indeed, a major cause of the frustration among educators is that, as
mentioned above, socioeconomic characteristics of a school may be the
most determinative factor regarding its students' success on the FCAT.'35
Various school leaders quip that a school's success on the FCAT is most
closely correlated with square footage of homes in the surrounding area or
the presence of orthodontia in the classroom.' 36
In fairness, several recent studies have shown a positive effect on
academics under the FCAT system, particularly among previously
underperforming schools.'37 There have also been improvements among
individual minority groups."' While many researchers have serious
concerns about teaching to the test, some of them are willing to let the
passage of time show whether the side effects will outweigh the benefits. '3
IV. ADDRESSING THE MAJOR CONCERNS REGARDING THE FCAT

There are clearly a number of different concerns about the FCAT.
Some are backed by statistical evidence while others are more
132. Pauline B. Gough, Mounting Casualties, 82 PHI DELTA KAPPAN 342 (2001).
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. See George, supra note 10.
136. Id. Also, Education Professor Donna Baumbach reports that FCAT scores were twenty
percent higher in 2000-2001 at high schools with at least one full-time professional librarian and
one full-time assistant. See Making the Grade, available at http://www.sunlink.ucf.edu/
makingthegrade/summary.pdf (last visited May 26, 2004).
137. See, e.g., Jay P. Greene, An Evaluation ofthe Florida A-Plus Accountability and School
Choice Program, Feb. 2001, available athttp://www.ksg.harvard.edu/pepg/pdf/Florida%20A+.pdf
(last visited May 26, 2004); Press Release, supra note 5; George, supra note 10.
138. See Press Release, supra note 5.
139. See, e.g., id; Gilman & Gilman, supra note 96.
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philosophical, at least at this stage in the FCAT's brief history. Short of
doing away with the test altogether, there may not be a simple solution that
would satisfy all of the various parties' complaints. However, it may be
possible to remedy some of the different individual complaints by either
modifying the test as required by each party or by changing its
administration with respect to the individual parties. This section will
explore a number of suggested solutions to the major problems outlined
above.
A. Solutionsfor High-Poverty andMinority Students
High-poverty and minority students are disproportionately impacted by
the negative effects of poor FCAT performance. 4 ' This presents probably
the most vexing challenge to the FCAT as it is currently implemented,
since the solution will require considerable change of the current system.
As noted above, the FCAT measures the progress of these groups
individually. Within the individual groups, there has been some
improvement; 4' however, the gap between white and minority passage
rates remains substantial.' 42 Therefore, disproportionate numbers of poor
and minority students are ultimately subjected to grade retention or nongraduation under the "A+ Plan."
The NAACP and numerous academic experts who have considered the
plight of these students argue that grade retention will harm, not help
them."' Retention only leads to positive results when it is paired with
instruction that directly addresses a student's faults. This type of specific
instruction can benefit students without also having to retain them. 44
However, simple social promotion is not effective either.'45 Most of the
remedies considered by experts to be effective are preventative measures,
such as early reading and tutoring programs.' 46 The National Association
for School Psychologists recommends a system called "promotion plus,"
which would increase the use of proactive intervention as a technique to
minimize factors that put students at risk for failure. 47 Until the gap
between students' success rates can be closed through improving

140. See Farrington, supra note 8; Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2.

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

See Press Release, supra note 5.
See, e.g., Farrington, supra note 8; Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2.
See, e.g., Farrington, supranote 8; Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2; FASP, supra note 10.
See NASP, supra note 84.
Id.

146. See, e.g., Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2; FASP, supra note 10.

147. See Hegarty, supra note 9.
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educational opportunities, it is unfair to continue to tie grade retention to
poor FCAT scores.
B. Solutions for DisabledStudents
As mentioned above, statistics have shown that disabled students are
affected negatively and significantly by the FCAT. In many individual
cases, their complaints may also be the easiest to resolve from a practical
point of view. For example, dyslexic students might14benefit
greatly if
8
allowed to have certain portions of the test read aloud.
Governor Bush recently created the Blue Ribbon Task Force on
Accommodations and Access for Students with Disabilities for the purpose
of analyzing disabled students' predicament and suggesting ways to tailor
the FCAT to their specific needs. 49 Some of the task force's specific
recommendations are mentioned above. However, the task force also
recommended several sweeping legislative changes, such as ending the use
of a single examination as a prerequisite for graduation. In place of the
current FCAT, the task force recommended that disabled students be
allowed to use an alternate assessment, which might include computerized
tests or portfolios of previous work. These alternative assessments have
been somewhat flawed in practice, due partly to unequal administration of
the option. The task force also recommended the creation of a State
Accommodations Panel to determine what specific accommodations may
be required for disabled students.'
The National Center for Learning Disabilities states that disabled
children must receive the same accommodations on a test as they have
been allowed during their educational careers.'' It has been argued that to
deny such accommodations could be unconstitutional.' 52 The NCLD also
supports the use of alternate assessments for learning-disabled students,
tests which are based on the same standards
as the original, but suited to
3
the unique needs of these individuals.'

148. Id.
149. Id. Pinellas County Assistant Superintendent of Special Education, Jan Rouse, headed
the Task Force. Id. She emphasized that any altered version of the FCAT would have "the same
rigor and credibility" as the FCAT. Id.
150. Id.; West, supra note 70.
151. See High Stakes Assessments, supra note 69.
152. See West, supra note 70.
153. See id.
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C. Teaching to the Test
A major area of concern regarding the FCAT is the idea that it forces
schools to "teach to the test," thus limiting the quality of education outside
of the tested areas.' 54 The School Board's response is that the FCAT
reflects the Sunshine State Standards and therefore encompasses whatever
material the legislature wants students to learn. 55 This is obviously not the
case. The subjects included in the Sunshine State Standards do overlap
with those covered by the FCAT. However, there are several subjects, such
as art and government, which are part of the Sunshine State Standards, yet
are not tested. In many cases, the non-tested areas are either considered
unimportant or less important. Efforts to include these subjects in an
FCAT-centered school's curriculum often require teachers to alter their
lessons so that students are learning FCAT-based thinking skills along
with the actual subject matter.' 56
One solution would be to add all Sunshine State Standards to the
FCAT, so that the test would touch on all educational areas considered
important by the Florida legislature. There are problems with such a
solution. While it would arguably be to students' benefit to make sure they
are exposed to arts, government, and other currently untested areas, the
penalties that come with unsatisfactory FCAT performance are daunting
enough when only three subject areas are the focus. If, for example, high
school graduation were made contingent on a test of numerous subject
areas, the burden on schools could become unworkable. Many critics
would be forseeably displeased with a test that placed arts and music at the
same priority level as skills like reading and arithmetic, which are
currently the heart of the FCAT. The current FCAT incarnation clearly
allows this prioritization of basic skills over the arts and other subject
considers the currentlyareas, and one can only assume that the legislature
7
tested Standards areas most important.1
154. See supra note 95.
155. See supra note 98.
156. See Patricia Linder, Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test, at http://www.artsinedu.
com/artistsfcat.htm (last visited May 26, 2004). Linder suggests ways in which teachers might use
art classes to reinforce the several levels of Bloom's Taxonomy, the hierarchy of cognitive levels
on which the FCAT is based. Id. Questions are divided into two general levels, each with several
subdivisions. Each of these subdivisions represents a step in the hierarchy of learning tasks. See id.
George also notes "'Bloom training' is everywhere." See George, supra note 10. According to
George, the FCAT has created a new urgency in teaching higher-order thinking skills over rote
memorization and fact recall. Id. This urgency, he says, will shape curricula and teaching in the
future. Id.
157. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.25(l) (2004). The statute explains:
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The Sunshine State Standards, nevertheless, do include the other
areas.15 It is clear that graduation or promotion should not be made
contingent on things like a child's artistic prowess.' 5 9 The state, however,
has assigned some importance to these areas. 60 Thus, the question
becomes: how can the state's assessment test provide some measure of the
untested areas without putting additional pressure on schools or students,
and how to motivate schools to teach these areas without worrying about
heavy consequences if they are unable to do so.
Perhaps the state might allow school funding incentives to consider
improvement or need for improvement in these other areas. While schools
are currently graded exclusively on FCAT performance in only the few
fundamental subjects, perhaps with an expanded FCAT the schools could
be allowed to receive "extra credit" for improvement in other Standards
areas. A major problem would then be the fact that students face harsh
consequences for failing to perform in the four major areas; so in a sense
it is actually in students' best interest to be taught "to the test."
Schools should not be encouraged to expand their areas of emphasis
without allowing the same extra credit to individual students who achieve
in the expanded subject areas. However, this extra credit would be
contrary to the FCAT's
objective, which is to ensure that all students
6'
skills.'
basic
master
It would not be counterproductive to allow funding incentives to
schools that improve from poor to acceptable levels in currently untested
areas. Presumably, all schools should perform at least acceptably in all
Standards areas. 162 At least for this reason, it makes sense to expand the
FCAT to measure more if not all Sunshine State Standards areas. Schools,
parents, and all citizens should be provided some idea of how today's

It is the intent of the Legislature that each student's progression from one grade
to another be determined, in part, upon proficiency in reading, writing, science,
and mathematics; that district school board policies facilitate such proficiency; and
that each student and his or her parent be informed of that student's academic
progress [emphasis added].
Id.
158. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004).

159. Perhaps a stronger case could be made for the area of government, which is also a
currently untested subject area. See Pitts, supranote 104 (discussing the current state of government
and civics in public school education curricula).
160. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22(3) (2004).
161. FLA. STAT. ch. 1008.22 (2004).
162. See FLA. STAT. ch. 1000.21 (2004).
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students are grasping these subjects, especially in light of the danger of
"teaching to the test." In providing statistics on students' improvement in
basic skills areas, the FCAT should also show any consequential impact
on the other Standards areas.

V. CONCLUSION

It is clear that a number of parties are quite displeased with the idea of
using a single test as a requirement for graduation. 63 Certain steps have
been taken to provide ways around the FCAT, but the overwhelming
majority of students will have to go through the route, not around. The
question, then, is how to improve these students' predicament in a way that
upholds the test's purpose: to ensure that all students master basic skills.
The first step will be to cure those cases where the test is inherently
unfair, particularly to specific groups. Many of these cases can easily be
remedied, often by something as simple as an oral presentation of the test
to visually impaired or dyslexic students. It is imperative that disabled
students be allowed the same accommodations on the FCAT as they
receive every day in the classroom. Furthermore, grade retention should
not be used as a penalty for low scores, at least not until the
disproportionate effect of the test on minority and high-poverty groups can
be eliminated.
In a number of cases, the portfolio bypass may be the best option.
Some students' mastery of basic skills simply cannot be accurately
measured by a single examination, because of, for example, test-related
anxiety. If the portfolio option is presented to students in such cases, it
must be equally administered to students in all areas of the state. Indeed,
equal implementation is an area of great concern and the fuel for numerous
complaints.
"Teaching to the test" is another area of concern, and yet it may be
more of a benefit than a burden. For example, increased accountability
may motivate public schools to compete with private schools for students,
thus improving the public schools' overall performance. '64If nothing else,

163. See, e.g., Myers & Curtiss, supra note 2; George, supra note 10; FASP, supra note 10;
NASP, supra note 84.
164. See supra text accompanying note 163. The idea that increased competition among
teachers may improve educational quality was studied by Jay P. Greene, the Manhattan Institute
Senior Fellow mentioned in note 115; see Greene, supra note 137. Greene concluded that the
greatest improvements in school grades were happening in schools that had received Fs and in
some cases Ds. Id. Greene attributed this improvement to the likelihood that schools receiving
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the FCAT will provide academic focus and accountability in classrooms
that may have lacked either or both. In so doing, however, the FCAT will
undoubtedly exact a toll on non-tested subject areas, areas that the
legislature has deemed to be required in every child's education. To
analyze adequately the impact of the FCAT on today's students, the test
should provide data not only on improvements in basic skills areas, but
also on any concurrent negative effects on the other areas of the Sunshine
State Standards.

grades ofF in two consecutive years would lose some of their students to private schools, because
the state provides private school tuition vouchers to students at such schools as an emergency
measure. Id.

